
Shut off cold water supply under sink (usually on the right side), open cold

faucet at sink, allow any remaining water pressure out, leave cold faucet

open at sink until done.

U N D E R  S I N K  
I N S T A L L A T I O N  G U I D E

Direct to cold water line (3/8 inch)

At the cold shut off valve unscrew and remove the hose going up to your faucet

with a wrench or pliers.

There are 2 possible valve sizes under your sink to connect to, either 3/8

or ½ inch, the Hypurkleen™ kit contains a brass fitting/plastic for 3/8

inch 80% of homes and apartments are 3/8 inch.  Contact us for 1/2 inch

kit.

Decide where you will place the Hypurkleen™ under the sink. The
right side of the Hypurkleen™ (turquoise) is the inlet, the left side
(blue) is the outlet, measure the white tubing to have a proper length
to go from valve to inlet and from outlet back to faucet hose, using a
sharp scissor or razor knife cut tubing into the two pieces. it is very
important to cut the tubing perfectly square, if you cut it leaving an
angle at the end of the tube it may leak, if not square recut the end.

Congratulations on your purchase of the Hypurkleen™ Triple Filter, by far the highest quality

and best performing filtration system on the market. 

The following instructions cover the most common applications but could not possibly cover every installation situation. If this does

not work for you, you can contact our technical support team at 1-888-471-3633 or email us @ support@chansonglobal.com. If for

any reason we cannot help you over the phone you may need to hire a handyman or plumber as the worst-case scenario.

There is an extra 90-degree fitting supplied which is used for 1 side of the filter,

in or out. This creates a right angle to make it easier for the line to insert into the

filter for the side requires it. Insert the fitting into the holes press all the way in

firmly (do the same with all the plastic fittings, and use the blue clips to keep

secure.

Prepare the fitting you need to attach to the cold water shut off valve. Take

one of the 90 degree plastic pieces, slide the nut on with its threads facing

out, all the way in, then take the brass ring and slide it on to the tube. Push

that ring all the way back. 



Take the brass barrel thread into the faucet hose, make hand tight then one half

turn with a wrench, you will need 2 5/8-inch wrenches or the equivalent for this

part. 

Take the other piece of tubing, slide the nut on with its threads facing out, all the

way in, then take the brass ring and slide it on to the tube. Push that ring all the

way back. 

 On the other end of the brass barrel you will be insert tubing as far as it can go

and tighten the nut very tight. Connect the other end of tubing into the outlet/left

side of Hypurkleen™. Now you can turn on the cold-water valve and inspect for

leaks, leaving the faucet at sink open and running for 1  minute. Then shut of

faucet at sink and using flashlight look for any leaks. If there are any leaks it is 

 usually within the first 5 minutes so wait that long.

Then screw this onto the cold water shut off valve. Make sure you screw it on

tight with 5/8 inch wrench or plyers, and tighten it down as tight as you can

get it. Make sure it is pointing in the direction of the inlet for the Hypurkleen

filter.

Take the section of tubing that will go to the inlet of the Hypurkleen™ and press

one side into the fitting you just connected to the cold-water line, press it nice

and firm until it will not press any further, and then it is installed. You can add a

blue clip to the collar to secure the line. 

                                      

Then take the other end of the tube and insert it into the Hypurkleen inlet

(turquoise filter). Depending on how you choose to install the system, you may

want to use the 90 degree fitting on this side if it’s more convenient based on

the angle of the unit.. Make sure to secure the collars with a blue clip.

If no leaks turn on cold water at sink and allow filters to flush for 3-5 minutes. Your

Hypurkleen™ is now ready to use, you can use a black marker to write next Year’s date on the

canister facing the cabinet door, so you know the filter Change date. Filters get changed every

12 months whether used a lot or a Little 12 months is max. 


